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  Dearest ones, 

Realize that you – each of you – Awakened Ones, now has the opportunity and 

ability  

to BE, through the expansion of your consciousness, 

The Resurrection and the Light 

 of the World 

to all Mankind 

to all fallen consciousness 

to BE the transmitters of Great Light 

 to All the World 

for the final Resurrection 

of all Consciousness 

on this Blessed Planet 

The Earth 

Use this mantra and affirmation daily and hourly – now in this time of great need 

on Earth, “I AM the Resurrection and the Light,” and allow the full meaning and 

import of these words and the energies which they carry to Illumine your Being 

and Consciousness with Light – that you may BE a conscious embodiment of the 

Resurrection Flame to your fellow human beings. 

Carry this message and these words to your fellow human beings in the energies 

of love which you hold in your hearts, as a remembrance of me, forever! 

Jeshua, One Who Loves You 

 



Star’s Note: 

Easter is a beautiful time of celebration of the re-birth of all life on Earth, as the 

energies of the Resurrection Flame come forth and stimulate all the nature 

kingdoms as well as human beings to rise to the next highest level of their being 

and awareness.  This is a time of great opportunity for all of us on Earth, as Jeshua 

is saying, to focus our attention on the Light and Power of the beautiful 

Resurrection Flame, which he used to raise his body from a state of what we call 

“death” to resume its functions in what we recognize as a state of “life.” 

Through the power of our intention and focus, we can call forth the Sacred Fire of 

the Resurrection Flame to blaze through our four lower bodies -- physical, etheric, 

mental, and emotional -- to clarify and revitalize our energies, and to raise us into 

a higher level of our Divine Being! 

For this focus on the healing of our four lower bodies, we may use the 

affirmations of the Master Jesus, “I AM the Resurrection and the Life of 

Perfection,” or also, “I AM the Resurrection and the Life of My Divine Plan, 

physically manifest here and now.”  It is also beneficial to call upon the Beloved 

Spirit of the Resurrection Flame, Goddess Hope, the Divine Complement of 

Archangel Gabriel, of the Fourth Ray of Divine Perfection – the Crystal White 

energies – to enlist her aid and assistance for healing and the removal of all 

causes of discord, disease, and death. 

If you would like to create Sacred Ceremony to contact the Goddess Hope and call 

forth the beautiful Resurrection Flame, you may use the following invocation to 

open your Sacred Space and unite with the fifth dimensional energies of the 

Beings of Light – who await only your invitation to bring the Illumination and Love 

of their Divine Presence, to lift your consciousness into the higher energies where 

you become One with ALL LIFE!  There you may use the power of the focus of 

your consciousness to invoke the beautiful Sacred Fire of the Resurrection Flame 

for the purification and rejuvenation of your four lower bodies during this special 

time of Easter, when we celebrate that beloved Jeshua ben Joseph also used this 

Sacred Fire for the transformation and resurrection of his physical form within the 

Divine embrace of the Creator of All-That-Is. 



You may also download and print this document, “Creating Your Sacred Space,” 

from our website page, “Creating Sacred Ceremony,” at the following link: 

http://www.starbird1.net/creating-sacred-ceremony/  

 

*          *          * 

 

“CREATING YOUR SACRED SPACE” 

  

Dear God, Buddha, Mother-Father God, the Goddess Energies, (whatever you 

wish to say), 

(You might like to stand and face each of the Four Directions, and connect with 

their energies as you say the following.) 

To the East where the Sun rises -- to the West where the Sun Sets -- to the North 

where the cold comes from -- to the South where the warm winds blow, 

Father Sky, Mother Earth, please create a column of White Light from the ethers 

of the Heavens to the very Heart and Core of our Mother Earth.  Please mirror this 

Light all around, above, and below, reflecting back any negative thoughts, words, 

or deeds that may be being sent to those sending them, with Love and Light.  

Please extend your protection to the corners of this room, the building, and the 

surrounding area.  I ask that this protection be around me while I meditate. 

We ask that the energies necessary to carry out this work now be allowed to 

travel the Light safe and sound from the fifth dimension and above only please, to 

carry out this work to the best of everyone’s abilities. 

Any souls gathered here, please now step into the Light and return home, both to 

meet your loved ones who have gone on before you and to further your own 

soul’s purpose.  We ask that this work be carried out in peace, harmony, and most 

of all, in love.   

http://www.starbird1.net/creating-sacred-ceremony/


We now invite our Guides, Teachers, and Healers to please come into the room, 

accompanied by Beloved Lady Portia, Saint Germain, the Angels of the Violet Fire, 

Lord Michael and the Angels of Power, and Archangel Raphael and the Angels of 

Healing. 

(You may now state your intentions for what you wish to focus upon and 

accomplish within the embrace of these beautiful Beings of Light.)  

 

*          *          * 

These are some of the Beings of Light who are available to assist you: 

Lady Portia assists with Personal Guidance and Perspective on Freedom, Justice, & 

Opportunity, 

Count Saint Germain counsels Humanity to restore awareness of the Powerful 

Divine Presence Within, 

and the Angels of the Violet Fire assist with the Clearing and Transmutation of 

lower energies. 

You may now invite into your Sacred Space any of the other Divine Beings or 

Ascended Masters that you wish to assist you.  The following may give you some 

ideas of themes: 

Archangel Michael for Protection and Assistance with Removing All Types of 

Interference 

Archangel Raphael and the Angels of Healing for Information & Assistance with 

Healing 

Goddess Hope, Spirit of the Resurrection Flame and Archangel of the Crystal 

White Fourth Ray of Purity and Divine Perfection 

Chief Geronimo for Assistance with Strengthening and Healing the Body and Spirit 

Jeanne d’ Arc (Joan of Arc) for Courage, Strength and Determination in 

Challenging Times 



Jeshua ben Joseph (Jesus) for Assistance with Illumination, Compassion, Love, and 

Healing 

Kuan Yin for Mercy and Forgiveness 

Mother Mary for Love, Compassion, and Healing 
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